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breathe eAsier

RECYCLEABLE

100%

Maximum Aeration.  Maximum Strength.  

Product Overview
Air-O-Film® Maxx has been designed to 
cope with extremes.  If you have a very 
heavy load that requires a large amount 
of air circulation then Air-O-Film® Maxx 
is the perfect solution.  

Designed for Maximum Aeration 
Oversized holes do not always 
guarantee the right level of aeration. 
Air-O-Film® Maxx has a unique structure 
that allows the maximum amount of air 
to circulate - up to 60%!  

Holding Force
However, this level of aeration does 
not come at the expense of quality. 
Air-O-Film® Maxx is specially formulated 
to combine maximum elongation with 
performance, offering a high tensile 
strength.   This ensures that even the 
heaviest loads will remain secure during 
transportation.

Environmentally Friendly
As well as being fully recycleable, 
Air-O-Film® Maxx provides one other 
important benefit to the environment - it 
has been designed to ensure that loads 
can be secured using less material.  That 
means you need fewer wraps, use less 
plastic  and therefore save more money.

High Visibility & Great Appearance
Air-O-Film® Maxx is manufactured using 
the finest components which provide 
superb clarity and excellent pallet 
appearance. Wrapping a load in Air-O-
Film® Maxx sends a clear message to 
your customers - that you care about the 
quality of your product and are doing 
everything in your power to ensure that 
it arrives in the best possible condition.

Air-O-Film® Maxx is ideally suited to 
the following applications:

Heavy ManualFood Drinks MachineFrozen Hotfill
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FORKLIFT FRIENDLY
Like netting, the reinforcing strips on 
competitive products can often come 
away from the base film and become 
entangled within the wheels and 
bearings of forklifts.  The design of 
Air-O-Film® Maxx prevents this from 
happening.

Advantages of ®

®Maxx

USE LESS - SAVE MORE
Due to the  unique design of 
Air-O-Film® Maxx you need less material 
to wrap a load when compared to 
alternative solutions.  Not only does 
this minimize the packaging cost, it 
has the added benefit of being more 
environmentally friendly.

INCREASED GRIP
Air-O-Film® Maxx is made using a 
carefully controlled formula of plastic 
compounds.  These give the film many 
individual properties, including a 
powerful ability to grip the load.  

NO REDUCTION IN WIDTH
Regular stretch film and knitted netting 
reduce in width after stretching.  
Air-O-Film® Maxx retains its width after 
stretching, saving you time, material 
and cost.

PREVENT CONDENSATION
If condensation is allowed to build up 
within a load then there can be many 
problems. It may become unstable and 
fall over, it might damage the outer 
packaging, thereby spoiling the delivery 
or, in extreme cases, the product itself 
may be damaged and rejected.  

EXCELLENT PALLET PERFORMANCE
The superb  holding force of 
Air-O-Film® Maxx in combination with 
its impressive lateral strength ensures 
perfect pallet stabilization without 
damaging the carton boxes or other 
packed materials.

Maxx

®

Air-O-Film® Maxx is perfect for
solving problems when there is
a build up of condensation or
moisture.  Such as...

Hot palletized products
like soft drinks, beers,
pasteurised goods, 
canned foods,
pharmaceutical goods,
pet foods, etc.

Chilled or Frozen
Loads that require
fast cooling after
palletization, such
as meat, fish, frozen
snacks, etc.
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Maximum Aeration.  Maximum Strength.  
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